
E V O F L E X
SELF-LIFTING SWING-OUT

 Each window is custom
built to your project size

and powder coated to your
 choice of four standard

colors. 

MULTIPLE SIZES & 
COLORS

Why make things 
difficult? The EVO-Flex 

installation is similar to a 
standard window.

INSTALLATION

Our motorized screens
can be used in addition

to the EVO-Flex and offer
an easy way to keep insects

out or add a little shade.

SCREEN & SHADE 
OPTIONS

WWW.EVO-DOORS.COM903-408-6498

The EVO-FLEX is a manual gas strut window system that can transform any space with 
ease. The powder coated aluminum frame and simple installation makes this an ideal 
solution for those who want to elevate their design and create a dynamic space. The 
EVO-Flex is perfect for projects where the window seals directly to the bar top.

OPTIONS



E V O F L E X
SELF-LIFTING SWING-OUT

FEATURES

OPTIONS

WWW.EVO-DOORS.COM903-408-6498

FLUSH
BOLT LOCKS

Two flush bolt locks on the inside of
the door not only provide security
but a sleek look with a brushed 

nickle finish.  

HANDLE GAS STRUTS
The two gas struts allow the window 

to glide open with ease after 
unlocking. 

The handle is mounted inside for easer 
grip when opening and closing the 

window.

MAX WIDTH
8 FEET

SIZE

HEIGHT
3.5-4.5 FEET

FINISH

With multiple standard color options and
super durable powder coating, you can

design your vision and know that it will last.

STANDARD

1/4” tempered glass is perfect
for mild environmental 

conditions where temparture
transfer is not a concern.

GLASS

1” insulated Low-E tempered
glass is the best option for
protecting against thermal
and solar energy transfer.

SINGLE PANE
TEMPERED

DOUBLE PANE
LOW-E

MULLIONS

0-3 MULLIONS*
Depending on the size and type of glass,

several different vertical mullion options are
available. See glass options for details.*Each lite has to exceed 12” in 

width. Max of 18 SQF per lite.  


